Bon dial! Overall, the thesis tries to examine in depth the implications of the De-growth principles and to draw spatial implications from that. The chosen case study is the city of Rotterdam, known for its growing harbour and top-down and growth based paradigm of urban development. The goal is to link economic and environmentally oriented theory on De-growth with urban planning via researching possible transformation solutions and optimizing them according to concrete locations.

**CONCLUSIONS ON ANALYSIS OF CAPACITIES OF URBAN FABRIC FOR TRANSITION**

- Urban forms are primarily results of processes strongly dependent on governance. In this sense De-growth should be designed process which includes restructuring the governance of the city. The first aim is to go beyond small, local scale, spontaneous project towards removing actual multi-scale planning field with the urgency for transition towards De-growth.
- De-growth is a form of sensible densification. The term under its influence can be measured, transferable and planned.
- The capacity of urban fabric to contain tactics for transition of socio-economic relations depends heavily on paths and patterns of mobilization in local and municipal level. For this reason it is important to draw clear distinction between spaces and flows governed and designed as common, collective or private.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The relation urban-solution-space is enriched by fine consistencies and here the most relevant contribution of my work so far. These conclusions are derived from specific research and design method and they are open for discussion amongst other urban planners and de-growth advocates.
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